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Front-page News

Some events of the day

Paths: your feedbacks and pictures on Fassa.com

The "Hiking Tours" area of www.fassa.com actually
collects 21 mountain bike tracks and 35 excursions at
altitude to cover on foot. But this is really an ongoing
section; it will be soon enriched with the valley bottom
walks, also wishing to receive your feedback.

When we really enjoy an experience, we would
like to tell it straight to everybody, possibly with
words and pictures to share it. And this is
exactly what will be possible in a few days on
Fassa.com, in the section "Hiking Tours". All
hikers, both those who know Fassa inside out
and want to give advice or recommend anything
and the new guests who want to express their
feelings about their first time on the paths of the
valley - after an easy subscription – will have the
possibility to enter a dedicated area and insert
feedbacks but also to upload pictures. We are
looking forward to receiving not only hikers', but
also bikers' contributions, expressing opinions,
sensations and sharing with both guests and
inhabitants of the valley unforgettable snapshots
of their trips around Val di Fassa.

The Army and the Great War
Soraga
9.00 p.m. – La Gran Ciasa. The writer, historian,
expert of the valley but above all librarian of Moena,
Maria Piccolin, is the lecturer of an interesting
meeting about the First World War and the
organisation of the Austro-Hungarian Army in Val di
Fassa.

Ladin Toys
Vigo di Fassa
4.45 p.m. – 6.00 p.m. - Ladin Museum, Sèn Jan.
"Picol Jech" (Tiny Game), is a workshop on
traditional games, for children (4 - 10 years; € 3.00).

Amici della montagna in concert
Pozza di Fassa
9.00 p.m. – Events pavilion. "Amici della Montagna"
choir from Meano (village situated near Trento,
between Gardolo and Lavis) in concert.

Amazing hikes

Passepartout

From La Rezila refuge to Malga
Colvere to Fango

Thirteen playgrounds, thousand
adventures

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

From Ronchi (over Moena), take the first
segment of the cable car to Lusia. Go down and
walk towards the refuge La Rezila. From here,
ascend until you meet a crossroads and make
for path n. 625. Pass by Malga Colvere and
proceed on the forest road till the crossroads
with path n. 634 (to be ignored). After few
steps, at a hairpin turn, leave that street and turn
right downward the hollow. You will arrive to a
steep slope, and then to the lowest boundary of
Ciadinon. Go ahead passing a crossroads, and
pass over the stream Rif del Ciadinon. Come
down through the wooden slopes, passing by
the ancient trenches of the Great War. Now take
the forest road which comes from Ronchi and,
beyond the stream, ascend to the main road
towards Fango (1,40 h; 2 h) and go back to
Ronchi along the forest road.

Children's favourite activity is to play in the openair, in the green: Val di Fassa is an oasis full of
this kind of possibilities: there are 13
playgrounds in the villages along the valley,
equipped with safe wooden structure where to
climb, slide and wobble, inventing never-ending
adventures. The wide green space allows
parents to relax while their children have fun.
There is at least a playground in each village of
the valley: Moena (Strada de Pont de Mur e
Strada de Ischia); Soraga (Stradon de Fascia);
Vigo (Strada de Coltura); Pozza (Piaza del
Malghèr); Pera di Fassa (Strada Jumela); Mazzin
(Strèda de Chiavacia); Ciampestrin (Strèda de le
Roe); Fontanazzo (Strèda de l’Albolina);
Campitello (loc. Ischia); Canazei (Strèda del
Cercenà); Alba (Strèda dò Veisc) and Penia
(Strèda de Ciamp Trujan).

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
The small San Volfango’s Church in Moena is one of the oldest in Val di Fassa. Consecrated in 1432,
it was painted several times on all its facades. According to the experts, the most important fresco of
the entire cycle is that representing San Martino and the poor, dating back to the 2nd or the 3rd
decade of the 15th century, next to a portrait of Nicola da Tolentino. The work is in courtly style, as
underlined by the clothing (typical of ancient fashion) of the saint cavalier. All the authors of the
paintings in the Church are unknown.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

15/07/2014 (9.00 a.m.)
Approach to climbing for children (7-14
years old): who will reach the peak
first, thanks to the help of our guides?
Canazei

15/07/2014 (9.00 a.m.)
Colvere MTB tour. Booking at Sport
Check Point (excursion against
payment).
Moena
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